Gawler
Tuesday 21st July 2020

Veterinary Surgeon Dr. B. Agnew.
Late Scratchings NIL

Race 1 G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner TIMMY’S CHARM.
-SELECT LEGEND and FABULOUS FREDDIE were both slow to begin. On the first turn GO FASHION GIRL checked inside MARIA’S GEM and contacted the running rail then dropped back sharply colliding with SELECT LEGEND with both losing considerable ground as a result.
- GO FASHION GIRL was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner HAPPY HARVEY.
-Entering the back straight KICK UP moved down checking OH NO MADDIE. Along the home straight REALLY GARY moved out and DEEDY moved down checking OH NO MADDIE between them.

Race 3 G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (1 WIN) STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the turn off the back straight STELLA WARNING was held up behind GRIT BLASTER and LONG GULLY FRED and to the inside of LEDAIG LASS. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-BRAEDALE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 4 G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE (1 WIN) STAKE 400m Grade 6
-PINK EIGHT and CRAZY JAKE were both slow to begin. On the first turn PINK EIGHT moved down checking GO SNAZZY GIRL and LENKO LASS. Turning off the back straight PINK EIGHT and GO SNAZZY GIRL made contact several times and LENKO LASS raced wide. Turning into the home straight GO SNAZZY GIRL checked around the heels of CRAZY JAKE.

Race 5 ACCELL THERAPY STAKE 400m Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner NANCY LEE.
-WARRIOR JAKE was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 6 SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (N/P) MIXED STAKE 400m Masters
-On the turn off the back straight FUNDAMENTAL moved down checking ASTON RICARDO. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-ASTON RICARDO was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 7 GIDDY-UP MIXED STAKE 400m Mixed 3/4/5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner LONG GULLY WILMA.
-On the turn off the back straight HOT PRINCESS moved down taking LONG GULLY TERRY in checking BLAZIN’ BAZZA. Along the home straight ZIPPING CAESAR lost ground appearing injured.
-ZIPPING CAESAR was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 21 days.

Race 8 THE BUNYIP STAKE 531m Grade 6
-On the first turn MOMBASA MAINE and BORN LOVELY bumped then HAYRIDE UMP and UNDER STUDY bumped. Shortly after MOMBASA MAINE and BORN LOVELY bumped again. On the turn into the back straight BIG BURNER moved out sharply pushing HAYRIDE UMP out onto UNDER STUDY, checking both. Shortly after UNDER STUDY moved down contacting FOXY CRUISER, resulting in UNDER STUDY being turned sideways and falling, severely inconveniencing HAYRIDE UMP.
-UNDER STUDY was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 60 days.

Race 9 G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 400m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner ROCKIN’ RICHARD.
-MORE VALUE was slow to begin. On the first turn GRACEFUL GAZELLE moved down checking VELOCITY ANNA then continued to move down checking RIO GRANDE.
Race 10  G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS STAKE  400m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner SONGS AN STORIES.
- SONGS AN STORIES and FAB SIX began very quickly. On the turn off the back straight FAB SIX moved down checking SONGS AN STORIES.

Race 11  G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE STAKE  400m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner ROMANOWSKI.
- WAN CHAI went up with the lids. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 12  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE  400m  Grade 6

- There were no racing incidents to report.

* Published subject to correction upon revision